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Milking the 
model 
Building new products from existing 
models 



The Complete Patient Layer
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Existing integrations with all major EPR suppliers



DrDoctor is already used by 21M 
patients across 60 leading providers

Multi award winning digital solution

Already used by 40% of NHS Trusts in the UK
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Utilising AI Across 
our product stack
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Sending reminders reduces Did Not Attends 



How does the model work?

• Days since last booked
• Specialty
• Day of the week

• Reminders enabled
• Contact details up to date

• # of previous appts
• # of previous DNAs
• # of previous cancellations

• Appt format (eg. Video, phone, 
etc)

Example Features

The prediction is 
run against 

the patient within 
their booked 
appointment

The model is made 
up of 42 features



Can we Find DNAs?
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The top decile of scores 
caught 40% of missed 
appointments.

The top 2 deciles caught 
nearly 60% of them.

So, rather than randomly 
contacting 60% of 
patients, we just need to 
focus on the top 20% 
highlighted by our model. 

*Data aggregated across all trusts like 
with DNA Prediction.

DNAs Found across each Score Decile (300,00 appointments / 
Decile)



The interventions

Intervention 1: Manual Calls

• A page powered by the DNA model in the Staff Portal used to 
prioritise calls for Confirmation Callers / Booking Teams

• Trusts set a threshold of patients that they want to contact, 
eg. Patients who are 60% likely to not attend their 
appointment

• Calls are made manually as normal, and the Confirmation 
Caller updates the contact status in the Staff Portal to log 
whether the patient has advised they will attend, has cancelled 
their appointment or has amended their appointment.

Intervention 2: Smart SMS Reminders

• A 'filter' that sits on top of existing 'extra' reminders.

• The DNA model highlights patients most likely to not attend 
their appointment, the Trust selects the threshold as in 
Intervention 1, and an automated SMS is sent out to high 
likelihood patients.

• This intervention is best either for Trusts who do not currently 
have both reminders switched on, have neither reminders 
switched on or who are looking to bring down what they are 
spending on reminders without increasing their rates of DNA 
dramatically.

We have a model that can effectively identify 
appointments that are likely to DNA. This 

model powers 2 interventions:



Intervention 1: Manual Calls 
List



£7m a month opportunity across our clients..

Even a 0.37 pc.pt reduction in DNA across 
our client base (~23m appointments a 
month) is 60k additional outpatient 
appointment or £7,100,000 at a blended 
tariff of £120…

Next step is automated calls
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Intervention 2: Smart SMS reminders



Predicting true clinic capacity to book efficiently
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Thanks! Any questions?
@twhicher 
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Using conversational AI

to support long-term condition 

management.

Ian Wharton

Founder, CEO



Improving multi-condition self-care with medicine 

optimisation, monitoring and education.

Patient platform

Improving clinical decision-making with real-

world patient data and insights.

Clinician platform
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Meeting the complexity

of patient engagement at scale 

with natural language.

Aide has short, daily conversations with patients to help them 

adhere to their medicines, capture structured monitoring and 

improve their levels of health literacy.

Our platform

Designed for comorbidity

Asthma, type 2 diabetes and 

hypertension today. Building support 

for top-10 conditions.

Safe, structured pathways

Aide conversations are clinically 

designed and do not diagnose or 

suggest prescription changes.
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NHS England pilot results

Proven patient impact. 

Achieving 75% average 

adherence in patients with 

asthma or type 2 diabetes in 

NHS England pilot.
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Adherence % over time

Most-improved patient, aged 71, prescribed beclometasone twice daily

Time it takes for patients

to record symptoms in Aide.

15 seconds or less 71 years old70% after 30 days

Oldest user of Aide, with a

median user age of 61.

Number of patients still using

Aide every day.

Rural, ageing, hard-pressed

Average area classification of 

patients in the pilot.

Typical medical 

adherence %













41% of patients told Aide they 

stop taking their medicines when 

they feel that their condition is 

under control.
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Conversational AI approach in Aide

Today

Tomorrow



ian.wharton@aide.health→

@aidehealthco→
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Autonomous 
Telemedicine
Dr Ernest Lim 

Medical Director, Ufonia

PhD Candidate, Computer Science, University of York 
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We use AI to automate routine clinical conversations...

‘Dora’
40 discharged

3 need review
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We aim to allow clinicians to work at the ‘top of their licence’...

Unlimited 
Scale

Clinically
Validated

Highly 
Accessible
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Dora demo…
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~65% of patients need no clinician 
follow-up post Dora

Dora is already making a tangible impact on high-volume pathways…

2,705
Service hours 

freed

Nurse-led pre-assessment history 
taking replaced by Dora

A day of admin time per-list saved 
through Dora pre-op reminder

PROMs consistently collected for ~70% 
of patients
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3,120
Appointments

 avoided

~700
Clinic sessions 

saved

137t
CO2 

savings
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Most importantly patients give excellent feedback… 

“Well it was unbelievably efficient”

“The questions are simple questions… 
everything's easier to answer”

“Very clear, very easy, very 
straightforward”

“It was much much easier than I thought 
it would be”

“I was quite satisfied… everything was 
explained to me and I knew what to 
expect when you called”

Patient average age = 74 yrs
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Using conversational AI for healthcare presents safety and new 
ethical challenges…
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And the impacts it may have on professionals’ activities…

https://www.thempsfoundation.org/case-studies/examining-the-impact-of-automation-on-clinician-wellbeing
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Thank you to our amazing collaborators…
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for further information please contact:

Dr Ernest Lim, Medical Director
el@ufonia.com

+44 7585554340

Ufonia Limited, 104 Gloucester Green, Oxford, OX1 2BU, UK / Ufonia Inc, 2450 Holcombe Boulevard, Suite X, Houston, TX 77021, USA

mailto:el@ufonia.com


Using AI to increase clinic utilisation and  drive 

equitable access to healthcare 



Patient Experience in
England Today

Dr Mark Lomax- CEO- PEP Health



Improve your patient experience
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Are patients listened to today?

Today, the standard for capturing and reporting on 
patient feedback are surveys and patient forums.

Why are these no longer effective?

Unrepresentative

Declining response 
rates
Inconsistent 
methodologies

Inadequate

Surveys are top-down 
Often miss the essence 
of what matters most.
Many voices do not 
engage with surveys

Poor VFM

Costly and time-
consuming to run 
effectively
Limited insights



Improve your patient experience
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PEP Health uses AI to 
provide deep insights into 
what patients think in real 
time across 400M lives

Our dashboards transforms millions of patient 
comments into measurable and comparable data 
that can be used to:

• Benchmark variation in care
• Improve quality
• Provide transparency to unmet needs
• Drive better outcomes
• Identify safety issues
• Listen to the entire population



Improve your patient experience

4
4

Map the landscape Fetch data Analyze comments Report findings Implement & improve

Identification and mapping of 
over ~10 million webpages and 
social media accounts for all UK 
and US health systems and 
clinicians

Frequent, automated collection 
of publicly-available provider 
and clinician reviews / feedback 
with over 30 million to date.

Bespoke, cutting-edge 
language models accurately 
scrutinize the data to identify 
key quality themes, relevance 
and specialities

Benchmarking in real time, 
actionable insights via a secure 
dashboard, automated alerts, 
detailed reports on specialized 
areas of focus

Insights allow providers and 
teams to reward good 
performance and target the 
right areas for improvement

Through a rigorous application of data science and healthcare-
based NLP, PEP Health generates actionable insights in real time.

How the Patient Experience Platform Works



National overview of Patient Experience, every 
NHS Acute Service, Jan 2022 – Oct 2023 



South West Acute Trusts deliver for patients 
across Access and Communication 



Spotlight on Maternity Services- South-West 
bucking the trend



PEP Health insights can be used to target improvement

• Identifies relative risks

• Provides actionable areas to target improvement

• Allows performance to be understood in multiple ways

• Enables benchmarking at multiple levels: between regions, trusts, locations and
wards

• Standardises the performance of specialties across the country

Real-time listening to patients can 
support improved care delivery, 

understand what patient’s value, drive 
transparency and hear more diverse voices



enquiries@pephealth.ai

Thank you

Mark.lomax@pephealth.ai

mailto:enquiries@pephealth.ai
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